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A modera'te stri ke-sl ip earthquake (nL = 4.8) occurred on the

San Jacinto fault system about 60 km northwest of the Salton Sea on

August 2, 1975. Analysis of main shock and aftershock data suggest

that stress release during this earthquake took place in tVIO stages.

During one stage faulting occurred over a "relatively small source area

(source radius of - 0.5 km), with a rapid dislocation rate (rise time

~ 0.1 sec), possibly associated with an asperity on the fault.

During the second stage of faulting, the rupture front grew, but at a

much slower rate (rise time - 10 sec.), to a final source radius of

- 1.0 km. The above !)lode1 explains the larger moment estimate based

on 20 second surface \,Javes compared to shorter period body \'Jave

estimates, and also the apparent increase in source dimension Hith time.

The model allows for large str~ss drops over small source dimensions,

but when averaged over the final extent of the rupture plane, stress

drops are much 1O'.'Jer. The rupture bf the asperi ty is character; zed by

a moment of 6.5 x 1022 dyne-em and a stress drop of about 225 bars.

The total moment is about 3.0 x 1023 dyne-em with an averaged stress

drop over the fault plane of approximately 90 bars and a dislocation

of 25 em. Observations similar to the ones reported on here "have been

noted for other earthquakes with a wide range of magnitudes, including:

a few 'large earthquakes in Japan, the 1971 San Fernando earthquake

and some of its aftershocks, the 1975 Oroville earthquake, and some

swarm events in the Imperial Val0ey. These observations suggest that

a two stage rupture mechanism may be a fairly common occurrence in shallow

faulting and may reflect possible large variations in stress over a length

scale of kilometers within the crust.
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INTRODliCTI ON

The f-:orse Canyon earthquake U\ = 4.8) occurred on the San

Jacinto fault system on August 2, 1975 approximately 60 km northwest

of the Salton Sea. This earthquake is notevlOrthy because it was fairly

\-/e11 4nstrumented, and affords an opportuT"l ity to study the source

mechanism of an earthquake in a relatively si~ple geologic setting, pre

dominantly hard, granitic rock. Such a location should reduce complica

tions in the records due to scattering. Also, the Horse Canyon earth

quake produced no obvious strain precursor at the Pinon Flat Geophysical

Observatory (Berger and Wyatt, 1978), on the three component

laser strain meter just 13 kill northeast of the epicentet. The mechanism

of this earthquake is therefore important from an earthquake prediction

standpoint.

The reported origin 'time is 0 hr. 14 mil:. 7.5 sec., \'lith an

epicenter of 33° 31.4 I N, 116° 33.5 1 Wand a depth of 12 km (Pusadena).

The epicenter lies near the trifurcation of the San Jacinto fault,

southeast of Anza~ California (see Figure 1). The fault plane solution

in Figure 1 is a lower hemisphere projection reported by KanaWoori (1976).

The shaded areas indicate compression. The strike and dip of the fault

plane are 307.2° and 71.9°, respectively~ .;tnd of the auxiliary plane,

42~o and 75.0°, respectively. The solution is based on first motions

from 28 Southern California stations 'and is fairly \'Jell constrained.

Amplitudes from five stations in the Canadian nehlOrk at distances greater

than 200
, give an average body \'/ave magnitude of 4.3 (Basham, personal

communication, 1976). Using 12 second Rayleigh waves at eight Canadian
"--stations and the procedure of Marshall ~nd Basham (1972)~ an average
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surface wave magnitude of 3.6 is obtained. Using the mb versus Ms

plot of Marshall and Basham (1972), the Horse Canyon earthquake

discriminates from explosions as expected. About a dozen aftershocks

in the magnitude range from 1.0 to 2.0 were recorded at Palomar (PLM)

38 km from the epicenter, within the first 12 hours follmving the

main shock.

The epicentral region is characterized by a high level of micro-

earthquake activity, which occurs over a Hide depth range from 3 to

15 km (Arabasz et aZ., 1970). P.ypocenters of the rr:icroearthquakes do

not define any simple planar .surfaces, but rather are distributed over

the \'tidth of the Coyote-San Jacinto-Buck Ridge faul t zones (Arabasz

et at., 1970). Larger historic earthquakes along the 50 km length of

the San Jacinto Fault around the August 2, 1975 event, include one
.

magnitude 6.0 earthquake, the r'1arch 25, 1937 "Tenlilliger Valley" earth-

quake (Wood, 1937), and over a dozen magnitude 4 events.



EQUIP~ENT AND DATA

Five strong motion accelerographs (standard Sr~A-l) were triggered
.

by the main shock, "lithin 25 km of the ep"icenter. r10ne of the after-

shocks triggered the strong motion instruments. The triangles in

Figure 1 indicate the accelerograph locations. Epicentral distances

are given in parentheses. Records from these stations consist of 70 mm

film with three components of acceleration: longitudinal (N45°W),

transverse (S45°W) and vertical. The vertical accelerations are small

in amplitude and are not important to this study. The two horizontal

components from each of the five stations were digitized at a sample

interval of 0.01 sec .. and corrected for the response of the instrument

(Trifunac and Lee, 1973). The results are shown in Figure 2. The

Pinyon Flat, Anza Post Office, and Rancho de Anza stations triggered on

the P vlave, \'Jhich means the first motion is lost (~O.l sec.), but the

. entire S wave is recorded. The Terwilliger and Herkey Creek stations

triggered on the S wave, presumably near its onset. The largest

acceleration of 130 cm/sec2 occurr~d at the Anza Post Office station,

19. kIn from the hypocenter. The station 'dlth the next~ largest accelera

tion is Rancho de Anza, whlcn is also the most distant of those in

figure 1. In addition, the period of maximum ground acceleration at

Rancho de Anza is about a factor of two greater than the period of

maximum acceleration at the other four stations. Both of the above

observations are attributed to the amplification and high frequency

attenuation of the alluvium at the northwest end of the Borrego Valley,

on which the Rancho de Anza station i~ituated.
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In addition to the accelerograms for the main shock, aftershocks

were recorded on a portable, digital system with a five second natural

period, horizontal seismometer. The frequency response of the combined

seismometer-recorder system is given in Figure 3 for several gain

settings. The digital recorder has a sample rate of 128 samples/sec

and is similar to the system described by Prothero (197G). The digital

systemv!as operated in a triggered mode \'lith a delay line. and usually

recorded the first motion. Two sites were occupied; Pinyon Flat from

09:26Z to l4:48Z on August 2, and the upper end of Coyote Canyon for a per

iod of 20 hrs. starting at 19:38Z. August 2. The seismometer was aligned in

a NS orientation at the Pinyon Flat site and approximately perpendicular

to the trend of the Coyote Faul t (S45°vl) at the Coyote Canyon site.

The Pinyon Flat station is located about 150 o:eters from the Pinyon

strong motion accelerograph. which recorded the main shock. The

Coyote Canyon station is ·1.5 km UNH of the Terwilliger accelerograph.

Seven small aftershocks were recorded during the 5 hrs. of

operation at the Pinyon Flat site. An additional nine aftershocks \'fere

recorded at the Coyote Canyon site. A few of the aftershock records

(velocities) are shown in Figure 4. Also shown for comparison are the

ground velocities for the main shock, obtained from the integrated

acceleration records from the Pinyon Flat and Terwilliger stations

(Figure 2). The main shock records have been rotated into the orienta

tion of the aftershock data. The S-P times of 2.2 to 2.5 seconds at

Pinyon Flat are consistent with a source depth of about 12 km. given the

above epicentral location. The downward "first motions at Pinyon are

also consistent with the fault plane sOlution of Figure 1.
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SURFACE WAVE ESTIMATE OF MOMENT

The Tucson, Arizona (TUC) ~~SSN long period vertical record for

the Horse Canyon earthquake has a clearly recorded Rayleigh ,vave

(Figure 5). Surface wave synthetics were generated using the method of

Harkrider (1964, 1970). The fault plane solution in Figure 1 and the

average continental structure KHC2 (Table 1, Hiroo Kanamori, personal

communication) were used. Figure 5 shows a comparison between the observed

record and synthetics for a point source with a step source time function,

a source depth of 12 krn, and four different values of Q: 50, 100, 200,

and 300. The leading, long period part of the Tucson record is predominantly

20-30 sec energy, whose amplitude is less sensitive to the choice of Q

than the shorter period energy. The long period part of the synthetics

yield moment estimates of 4.93, 4.05, 3.74, and 3.34 x 1023 dyne-em,

respectively, for the four values of Q. An alternative earth model was

tried, model NTS-TUC from'Bache et al. (1978). This structure is based

on the inversion of surface wave data from Nevade Test Site explosions

as recorded at Tucson. Model NTS-TUC gives moment estimates about 10%

less than model KHC2, with no better fit to the general wave form.

Kanamori (1976) has also estimated the surface'wave moment of the Horse

Canyon earthquake, using several different Q models for the TUC and BKS

records. Kanamori's values yield and average moment of about 3.0 x 1023

dyne-em, based on the longer period part of the records.

As a eheck on our calculations, "the surface wave synthetics obtained

from Harkrider's propram were compared with synthetics from the direct wave

number integration proGram of Apsel and Luco (1978). Nearly identical

results were obtained. The small diffirences are attributed to the different

manner in which attenutaion is handled in the two programs.



BODY HAVE ESTIl-1ATES OF SOURCE PARM1ETERS

Using the shear waves from the strong motion records, the spec-

tral theory of Brune (1970, 1971) may be applied to obtain body wave

estimates of source parameters. We limit the~nalysis to the following

three components: Anza Post Office, S45°W; Pinyon Flat, N45°W; and

Terwilliger, N45°H. These components have been chosen because their

orientation is such that the records should be primarily SH energy.

Also, the epicentral distances are nearly the same as or less than the

depth of the source, thus complications due to scattering. and diffraction

should be minimal. Figure 6 shows the associated displacement

amplitude spectra (corrected for a Qof 250) and the chosen low and high

fre~uency asymptotes. Table 2 summarizes the estimates of moment (Mo)'

source radius (r), and stress drop (Lo), where the following expressions

have been used (Thatcher and 'Hanks, 1973):

We have assumed a shear wave velocity (8)' of 3.5 km/sec and a rigidity

(~) of 3.0 x 101J dyne/cm2 ; The mo~ent estimate from the Anza Post

Office record is probably an over estimate, since this station is situ

ated near the center of a small aliuvialbasin. The valley sediments

will introduce an amplification not accounted for in the abov~ calcula

tion. Below we use a layered model in an attempt to obtain a better

estimate. The Pinyon Flat and TerWilliger stations are located on

. granitic rock and should not have this problem. Because of an S wave

trigger, the Terwilliger record may under estimate the moment.
\

The displacement record, obtaine~ by integrating the Anza Post

Office accelerogram (T~ifunac and lee, 1973), was modeled with a



point shear dislocation in a layered earth structure using the generalized

ray method. The response of individual generalized rays is calculated

by the Cagniard de Hoop technique, and summed (Helmberger, 1974).

Figure 7 compares the Anza Post Office horizontal records ~lith the

generalized ray synthetics, for the earth structure in Table 3 and the

fault plane solution in Figure 1. The earth model used here is basically

a sedimentary layer over a granitic half-space. The rise time on the

fault is 0.15 seconds. Synthetics for a sin9le and a double event

source are shown. Both the data and the synthetics have been high

pass fi Hered \',; th an Ormsby fil ter with ro l1-off frequency of 1.0 Hz

-and roll-off interval of 0.2 Hz. In addition, the synthetics have

been attenuated assuming a Qof 250. Oscillations arriving lat~r in

the data, and not explained by the synthetics, are attributed to

reflections from the edges of.the valley (i.e., oscillations of the

sedi.mentary basin). The moment inferred from the above modeling is

6.6 x 1022 dyne-em. If we discount the Terwilliger estimate, because

of an S wave trigger, the preferre~ body ~ave estimate of moment is

6.5 ~ 1022 dyne-em. In comp~rison, the moment obtained by averaging

spectral estimates from the horizontal components for all the stations

in Figure 1 is 8.0 x 1022 dyne-em.

'.



COt1PARIsorJ OF AFTERSHOCKS VIITE r'iAIN SHOCK

froQ the above analysis, there is about a factor of 4 to 6 dis

crepancy betvleen the moment estimated from 20 second surface \'laves and

the body wave estimate of moment, at a period of less than a second.

This difference seems too large to ascribe to errors due to scattering,

or uncertainties in the earth structure.

As stated above, the Pinyon Flat and TerwilligeOr accelerographs

are located very close to the sites occupied by the digital system used

to record aftershocks. The comparison in Figure 4 between aftershock and

main sheck records points out a striking similarity. The duration and

frequency content are similar, suggesting that the main shock was a

simple event with a source dimension not a great deal larger than the

small aftershocks .. Spectral analysis of the aftershock records yields

the indicated values of moment, source radius, and stress drop in

Figure 4. The moment of the main shock is four to five orders of

magnitude larger than the aftershock moments, yet the main shock

source radius, as inferred from -body \'laVe analysis s is only ......3 times

larger than the aftershock source radii.

The distribution of aftershocks should give a long period esti

mate of the source dimension. Locations of ~ftershocks by Kanamori

(1976) imply a source area of about 4.0 square kilometers (over an

3pproximately 2 km by 2 km square area), significantly larger thqn

the estimates in Table 2. 3he above data indicate larger estimates of

~ource dimension at longer periods.

0.
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In summary). the Horse Canyon earthquake is characteri zed by a

local body wave estimate of moment 4 to 6 times less than the surface

wave estimate of moment. The frequency content and duration of the

stl."~ng motion records for the rna in shock are verys imil ar to that of.

the small aftershock records. Local body. wave analysis suggests that

-main shock and aftershock source dimens~ons are not greatly different.

However) the distribution of aftershocks indicates a significantly

~arger source dimension.

Observations similar to the ones above have been reported for

other earthquakes. Kanamori (1973) attri buted 1arger mOr.1ent estimates

at longer periods, for major earthquakes i~ Japan~ to afterslip or foreslip

. on the fault plane \"ith a relatively slo\'! dislocation velocity. Tucker and

Brune (1977) found two spectral corner frequencies, with an intermediate

. spectral slope of 00-
1 , for about half of the larger (ML ~ 3.5-4)

San Fernando aftershocks. This spectral shape was attributed to either

afterslip or foreslip, a growing rupture in time or space, or a partial

stress drop model (Brune, 1970, 1971). Similar results were obtained

for a S\'larm of earthquakes in the Imperial Valley (Hartzell and Brune,

1977) and the August 1,1975 Oroville earthquake (Hart et al., 1977).

In the case of the Horse Canyon earthquake, the data suggest

a particular stress release process diagramatically shown in Figure 8.

Faulting initiates with a rupture over a relatively small area (source

radius ~ 0.5 km) with a rapid dislocation rate (rise time ~ 0.1 sec).

This first phase of the rupture accounts for the simple form of the main

shock.records and the smaller body wave estimate of source radius and moment.
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If ~he rupture from then continues to expand, but at a much slower

dislocation rate (rise time ~lO sec.}, most of the energy radiated

will be at surface wave periods. This phase of the !upture accounts for

the larger surface wave estimate of the moment and the larger source

dimenston based on the distribution of aftershocks.

In the above rupture model we have reasoned that there was an

initial sharp break~ follo'tied by slip over a '?rger area. Actually He

have not determined at what stage of the rupture process the sharp

break occurred. Sliding might have first taken place over much of the

four square kilometer fault surface~ followed by the breaking of an

asperity. Hovlever, the Pinyon Flat strain meter record suggests that

faulting initiated with the breaking of the a~perity. Hith a sample

interyal of 2 seconds and an instrumental no~se level of 78 counts lone

fringeL al1 three strain components eNS, NH, and EVI) shm·( variations of

less than l~ counts {1/4 fringe~ for at least 60 seconds prior to the

arrtval of the initial earthquake p~ase. Only the NS component remained

on scale during the earthquake. The first sample on the NS component

different from the pre-earthquake 1eye' shoyls a jump of 12 counts. The

next sample, 2 seconds later, is 917 counts above th'e pre-earthquake

level. For an average P-wave velocity of ,6.1 km/sec and the above quoted

values for the hypocenter and the origin time, the. calculated arrival

tlme of the direct p-wave from the source is 1.5 seconds before the 12

count sample. The absolute time of the strain data is good to ±O.5 sec

onds. The origin time given above is based largely on the trigger and S

times at the s~rong motion statio~s in Figure 1, makin3 it probably a good

~stimate of the time of failure of the asperity. Therefore, the arrival
"-

:ime of the first signal on the strain record is consistent with the
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. arrivi'l time of the direct p,..waye from the breaking of the asperity.

If the long period motion on the fault had taken place first, one would

expect to see a clear signal about 10 seconds earlier in the strain

record. Thus we conclude that this earthquake was not preceded by a

long period precursor like that suggested for some deep earthquakes

(Gilbert &DZiewonski, 1975).

In the above model large stress drops, several hundred bars or

even kilobars, may occur over relatively small source dimensions

.(~ 1 km), while the stres5 drop averaged over the final extent of the

fault plane will be much less. This may be the case for the high stress

. drop event of 636 bars U\ = 4.3) reported by Hartzell and Brune (1977)

from the Janu·ary 1975 -Brawley eaithquake S\'larm: Evidence of a similar

faulting mechanism for the 1971 San Fernando earthquake is given by

Hanks (1974), in which rupture begins with massive but localized failure

accompanied by a high stress drop. For the Horse Canyon

22earthquake, a moment of 6.5 .x 10 dyne-em and source r~dius of 0.5 km

glyes a stress drop of 225 bars fOi~ the rupture of the asperi ty. Con

tinued expansion of the rupture plane increases the moment and source
23 "2·radius to 3.0 .x 10 dyne-em and 1..13 km (54 km source area), re-

spectively, and decreases the average stress drop over toe fault plane

to about 90 bars ..The final averag~ dislocation is about 25 em.

The lack of a strain precursor at the Pinon Flat Observatory

prior to the Horse Canyon earthquake may be due to the small area of

the asperity. Strain could be continually relieved i~ the area by

creep and microearthquakes, except for a few isolated asperities, which

~hang up" and form points of stress concentration. An asperity will

"-eventually break through, with a high stress drop over a small source

cdimension. The rupture may continue to expand outward) but subsequently

w\ll die out in the surrounding region of lower effective stress. Major

11
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earthquakes, such as the 1940 Imperial Valley earthquake (Trifunac and

.Brune, 1970), often appear as multiple events, which could be a

cascading rupture of several such asperities.
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FIGURE CAPTIO~lS

Figure 1: Area map sho~ing epicenter of Horse Canyon earthquake,

strike-slip focal mechanism, 'and location of strong motion

instruments within 25 km of epic~nter.which triggered.

Figure 2: Acce1erograms for the strong motion sites shown in Figure

1. All records have been corrected for the response of

the instrument.

Figure 3: Combined seismometer (period = 5 sec) and portable digital

recorder response for four amplifier settings.

Figure 4: Comparison of main shock velocity records from the Pinyon

·tlat and .Terwilliger strong motion instruments with-

selected aftershock records (velocities) from the Pinyon

Flat and Coyote Canyon portable digital recorder sites.

Figure 5: TUe long period vertical record and Rayleigh It/ave syntheti~

for the earth structure in Table 1 a~d the fault plane

Figure 6:

solution in Figure 1.

Main shock aisolacement amQlitude spectra from the three. .'

close in strong motion stations: Anza Post Office, Terwilliger,

and Pinyon Flat.

Figure 7: Comoarison of Anza Post Office main shock, horizontal dis

placements and generalized ray synthetics for the structure

-in Table 3 and the fault plane solution in Figure 1. The

. far-field source-time function is shown to the right of each

. synthetic.

Figure 8: Diagramatic illustration of a possible mechanism for the

Horse Canyon earthquake.



TABLE 1

MODEL KHC2

a(km/sec) ~(km/sec)
3Layer Thickness (km) p(gr/cm )

1 1.0 2.50 1.44 2.50

2 3.0 5.50 3.14 .2.60

3 23.4 6.30. 3.63 2.70

4 5.0 6.80 3.92 2.90

5 8.6 8.37 4.73 3.50

6 20.0 8.37 4.71 3.52

7 .20.0 8.08 4.62 3.47

8. 20.0 7.93 4.35 3.43

9 20.0 7.78 4.18 3.40

10 25.0 7.75 4.22 3.38 ..

11 25.0 7.7.8 4.30 3.36

12 25.0 7.97 4.44 3.35

13 25.0 8.19 4.56 3.34

.14 25.0
~

8.°39 4.61 3.34

15 25.0 8.52 4.58 3.37

16 -25.0 8.55 4.57 3.41

17 25.0 8.57 . 4.57 3.47

18 25.0 8.59 4.59 3.53

.19 . 25.0 8.64 4.64 3.59



TABLE 2

Body Have Estimates of Source Parameters

Component

Anza Post Office) S45°W

Terwilliger) N45°W

Moment
(dyne-cm)

1.8~ 1023

6.2 X 1022

3.3 X 1022

Source
Radius (m)

650

590

330

Stress
Drop (Lars)

280

130

420

'-, .:



TABLE 3

Anza Post Office Structure

Thickness (km)

0.1

0.4

a(km/sec)

2.50 .

5.~0

6.30

~(km/sec)

1.44

3.14

3.63

2.50

2.60

2.70
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